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100-Level Questions 
 
How do I OPEN an ED PowerNote? 
� In the patient’s chart menu, click on “I-View/PowerNote” 
� Click on the small yellow folder icon  
� Type in “ED” and hit enter. Select “ED Note” and hit enter 

 
How do I SAVE a note? 
� Click on the floppy-disk icon to SAVE the note 
� Alternative: Click on “DOCUMENTATION” on the top row of commands and choose 

“SAVE” 
 
How do I SIGN/Finalize a note? 
� Click on the white paper with diagonal pencil icon to SIGN the note 
� Alternative: Click on “DOCUMENTATION” on the top row of commands and choose 

“SIGN/SUBMIT” 
 
 
How do I FORWARD a Note to someone else? 

Method 1 
� When you initially sign the note, a window appears where you are forced to 

select the note type.  
� After choosing “ED Note,” click on “request endorsement” on the empty 

space under “Endorser” and type in the recipient’s name.  
� Then click on the empty space under “type” and choose “Sign.” 
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Method 2  
� Open the note in Clinical Notes. Right click over the body, select 

FORWARD, and type in the recipient’s name. 
 
What is the difference between CORRECT and MODIFY? 

� CORRECT allows you to alter the body of a note. While all data changes are 
saved “behind the scenes,” the version of the note visible to others shows only 
your final changes 

o This is best used when you want to change a note you created, or when 
you are the attending looking to edit a resident’s note. 

� MODIFY leaves the note body intact (except for STRIKETHROUGH function, 
something rarely needed), and allows you to write an addendum on the bottom 
of the note.   
o This is best used when you are adding to a note signed by another provider 

(attending or midlevel provider). 
 

200-Level Questions 
 
How do I make a Macro? 
Using ROS as an example, click on all of the options that you typically fill out in the 
average patient’s ROS.  
� Suggestion – make your baseline ROS macro targeted to 10 systems so it defaults 

to the highest-level billing needed. Pare down from there on a per-patient basis 
� ALTERNATIVE: You can click the last option in the ROS, “complete ROS reviewed,” 

and this will insert the following statement: A complete review of systems was 
performed and, unless otherwise mentioned above or in the HPI, is negative.” 

 Make sure you did a complete ROS (i.e. don’t lie) 
 Mention AT LEAST ONE SYSTEM independent of the chief 

complaint. 
� Right-click over the “Review of Systems” title and choose “Save Macro As” 
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� Title the Macro however you wish – I call mine “Level 5 ROS” 
� To engage this macro in an empty ROS, left-click on the little blue “M” and 

choose the name of the Macro you had just saved 
� Note: This kind of macro creation can be repeated in ANY SECTION OF THE NOTE 

WITH CLICKABLE OPTIONS (Family History, Social History, etc) 
 
How do I make an AutoText (aka “Dot-Phrase”)?  

� Write out the text phrase you desire to make 
� Left-click and drag the mouse cursor over the text to highlight it 
� Right-click and choose “Save as AutoText” 
� Give your AutoText a name – these are customarily named as “dot-phrases” 

because you put a “.” in front of whatever you choose to name the phrase 
� To use the phrase in a note, type in “.” and review the list of options. If you 

continue to type the name of the AutoText, it will narrow down the list 
(eventually to one option, which you can just hit “enter” to engage or left-click 
with the mouse) 

 
What if I SIGN a note prematurely? 

� IF YOU (resident, midlevel, or attending) CREATED THE INITIAL NOTE: You can 
still edit as often as you like via the CORRECT function 

� If you are a resident, your attending will only be able to open the note and either 
do nothing or SIGN it. No one else can continue to SAVE the note once you have 
signed it. 

 
What if Cerner crashes with my note unsaved? 

� Typically, your note will be auto-saved and can be re-opened as it was before the 
crash 

 
What happens if two people access a note to enter data at the same time? 

� The second person to open the note will receive a message stating that the note 
is in use by another provider (though it will NOT name the provider). You can 
choose to READ-ONLY, which means you can view and not change the note. You 
can also choose to OPEN the note and discard and previous unsaved changes.  

� Practically speaking, there are two scenarios where this will happen: 
o You are signed in at multiple terminals, and you were the person last 

using the note (or you were signed off from your station – either via a 
crash or prolonged time away from the computer). If this is the case, you 
should pick OPEN to make new edits to the note 

o Another member of your team is entering data into the note (intern, 
trauma doc, attending, etc).  
 Before you pick any options, ask/look around your workspace to 

see if someone is using the note. Most of the time, they have the 
note open but are not entering data. Just ask them to save the 
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note and close it so you can access it without concern for losing 
data.  

 If the user isn’t at their computer, but you see the note open, just 
click SAVE and close the note on their computer. This will allow 
you to access the note without complication. 

300-Level Questions 
 
How can I be more efficient? 

� Practice/familiarity: Electronic notes, while creating essentially the same end-
product as paper notes, are very different in the means by which you complete 
them. Getting used to nuances – where to click for free text, where “JVD” can be 
clicked (CV or HENT?), creating “negative” statements, etc – takes time. Practice 
goes a long way. 

� Forethought: On shift, you will notice where you spend the most time on notes 
is typically within the HPI, PMH, and MDM. As we often see the same chief 
complaint over and over, having AutoTexts to address these commonly 
encountered scenarios will go a long way. Example: 

o Listing risk factors that you reviewed (and are typically listed in the 
negative when you make the phrase): ACS, VTE, syncope, stroke, TB, 
MRSA, meningitis, spinal epidural abscess, etc. 

o Quoting clinical decision rules to explain your care logic: PERC, San 
Francisco Syncope, ABCD2, Wells criteria, etc. 

It’s often too difficult to make these phrases on shift, but this is also where 
you realize you need them. Therefore, write down your ideas on shift and THEN 
open a blank note on non-clinical time and make your phrases. You’ll likely 
realize that you need to edit them a few times to get them in the correct 
phrasing to fit into any note, but in the long run these are very helpful. 

� Save as Precompleted Note: I think this is the single biggest time-saving 
intervention you can perform. This function allows you to save a partially 
completed note that will open in any patient’s chart. The benefit of doing this is 
that you can open commands in blank note (allergies, problem list, meds), as 
well as fill out any other component of the note (Macros, AutoTexts, free text, 
etc), and save it within your account as a precompleted note. Note – this is note 
the usual SAVE function (the floppy disk icon) that we usually use. Click on 
“Documentation” from the top row (same level as “file” and “edit” in typical 
Microsoft-based programs) and then “Save as Precompleted Note.” 

o Why do this? This allows you to skip at least a few clicks (Allergies, 
Problem list, and Meds are automatically imported) in your note. Also, 
this allows you to have Macros automatically pre-populated in a given 
note, or a typical “Negative” social/PMH/family history can be filled out 
as negative. 

o Examples for use: 
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 Creating a Medicine Note with typical medical ROS and PE 
elements filled in for a Level 5 chart 

 Creating a Trauma Note with typical ROS/PE elements already 
filled in for trauma 

 Creating a “No history obtainable” note for both that has “Unable 
to obtain history due to…” already clicked in the “Visit 
Information” part of the note, and in each of the SH, ROS, FH, and 
PMH sections as well 

 Saving notes based on typical workups with stereotyped elements 
of your MDM already filled out (SAH transfers, stroke transfers, 
etc) 

 Creating a “Normal patient” note that has “denies/negative” filled 
in for the PMH, SH, and FH 

� Repeat patients: Seeing the same patient again? Click the yellow folder in I-
View-PowerNote and click the “Existing” tab. Check “all encounters” and “my 
notes” if you have personally charted a PowerNote on this patient before. If you 
have not charted on them, but they are often in the ED, just leave “my notes” 
unchecked. If you also click “copy to a new note,” you can select your (or 
another ED Attending’s prior note), double click on it, and then select which 
portions of that note to copy into your new note. Typically, I copy everything 
except HPI (unless it’s the exact same reason), lab/radiology results, and any of 
the MDM elements (ED course, Professional Services, Attending 
Documentation). 

 
How can I track whether a note has been completed on a patient or not? 

� There is a job-aid that describes this process – see this for more details.  
� Note: For almost all of these to work, it is imperative that you ASSIGN YOURSELF 

TO THE PATIENT IN THE PN1 COLUMN IN FIRSTNET! Here is the brief list of 
methods: 

o Review of 72-hour discharge: Click on this tab in first net, then click on 
the top of the PN1 column. This will arrange the patients by alphabetizing 
the attending providers. Look for your name and open charts PRN to see 
if you provided a note (or cosigned a resident note) 

o Patients for Care Provider search: This allows you to search specific shifts 
by variables such as your name, date, time of day the patient checked in 
(not the time you saw them), and location you were in the ED. 

o Creating a Custom List of patients in FirstNet: You can add/subtract 
patients as you see them on the Trackboard based on whether you have 
seen them (add them to list) and whether you have completed your 
charting (remove them from the list). See the Job-Aid on patient tracking 
for more information on how to make a custom list. 


